ABSTRACT Rock mass grading is a basic problem in the construction industry and underground engineering research. Because the index parameters that affect the rock mass quality are ambiguous and random, rock mass quality classification is often uncertain. Based on this issue, this paper selects the rock quality index RQD, rock uniaxial saturated compressive strength Rw, rock mass integrity coefficient Kv, structural surface strength coefficient K f and groundwater seepage quantity ω as quantitative evaluation indicators to construct an evaluation system. Thirty sets of data collected in China are selected as learning samples. Through the related concepts and finite interval cloud model, the characteristic parameters of the measured data are obtained, and a cloud model is generated with a forward cloud generator to achieve the transformation between qualitative and quantitative concepts. Combined with the basic knowledge of rough set theory, the weight determination problem is transformed into an attribute importance problem. To avoid zero weights in the traditional rough set approach, this paper introduces a calculation method based on the conditional information entropy, and the weight calculation method is modified to obtain the comprehensive weights. According to the principle of the maximum membership degree, the classification of rock mass quality is performed, and the rock mass quality data are determined to have different levels of comprehensive membership. A rock mass quality evaluation method based on the coupled improved rough set-cloud model is established and successfully applied for a rock mass quality evaluation of the 0+000∼0+560 test section of the second stage of underground engineering at the Guangdong Pump Storage Power Station. The results show that the model is reliable and practical and provides a new approach for uncertainty analysis and evaluation in rock engineering practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
With improvements to national-level infrastructure, tunnel excavation and underground mining technology have attracted increased attention. As an open and nonlinear complex system, an underground rock mass is restricted by the internal and external factors of the system. Minimizing costs and ensuring efficiency while maintaining harmony between people and the environment, clean production, and safe production are also essential [1] . In recent years, with the development of large-scale rock engineering projects, such as water conservancy projects, and the continuous improvement of infrastructure facilities, the number of engineering disasters has increased. In rock mass construction, the rock mass quality of engineering geology must be graded and
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Muhamamd Aleem. evaluated to ensure the smooth progress of the project. Rock mass quality evaluation can provide an important reference for the design of engineering structure parameters and the selection of rock mechanics parameters. Additionally, such information can reveal the characteristics of rock mass engineering and the engineering geological conditions of the rock mass. Moreover, during the construction, disaster prevention and control process, applicable theoretical criteria can be established. Accurate evaluations of rock mass quality in underground engineering combine underground engineering surveys, designs and safety construction. Such evaluations are also an important research topic in rock mechanics and geotechnical engineering. Therefore, determining how to correctly classify rock mass quality in underground engineering and geotechnical engineering practice has become a common issue for geologists and experts.
Currently, there are three basic and commonly used methods for rock mass quality stability research: analytical calculations, simulation tests and fuzzy mathematics evaluation methods. Analytical calculations are based on analyses and assessments of the stability of the engineering rock mass, as well as scientific calculations. Generally, quantitative methods are used to reflect the various geological classes associated with the rock mass. Such classifications include the Deere's rock quality designation (RQD) index classification [2] , the geomechanical RMR classification system method [3] , and the rock quality index Q classification system [4] - [6] . Simulation tests set the engineering parameters through tools [7] - [10] , artificially reproduce the rock environment state, and then analyze the stress change in the rock mass. Fuzzy mathematics evaluation methods are based on previous engineering practice and rock mechanics testing. By constructing an evaluation model, the rock mass quality can be determined by references to evaluation criteria and a small number of simple geological surveys and test parameters from rock mechanics. These methods mainly include the traditional normal cloud model analysis method [11] , [12] , distance discriminant weighting method [13] , entropy weighting method [14] , BP neural network method [15] , [16] , extension theory [17] , Bayes discriminant analysis method [18] and support vector machine analysis method [19] .
The fuzzy mathematics method simplifies the procedure for assessing underground rock engineering evaluation problems to some extent [20] - [22] , and analyses are performed based on evaluation criteria to establish the evaluation model. These theories and models have improved rock mass quality classification system to some extent, but some methods have inherent defects, especially due to the complexity of the actual working conditions and the factors that affect rock mass quality. The relevant theories and actual methods still have some deviations. Moreover, it is difficult to simultaneously consider the relationships among ambiguity, randomness and evaluation index weights and the corresponding effects on the rock mass quality evaluation results. For example, the traditional normal cloud model may ignore the correlations between indicators, and the distribution of indicators does not completely obey the normal distribution. Distance discriminant analysis considers the importance of each indicator to be the same, and in actual engineering problems, the importance of each index is generally not the same. The premise of the entropy method is that there are no correlations among the indicators, which can cause the calculation results to vary. A sample obtained by a neural network algorithm may not be representative, and the fitting speed is difficult to control, which can result in errors. Moreover, extension theory still adopts the method of subjective weighting, and some important constraints may be neglected in the corresponding calculations, which affects the assessment results.
In the traditional rock mass quality analysis method, the following problems often exist. 1) The evaluation factor set is based on subjective experience and lacks certain theoretical support. 2) Evaluation problems are often characterized by randomness and uncertainty. Therefore, the construction of an evaluation system should consider the comprehensive effect of multiple indicators. In practice, it is impossible for evaluation index values to simultaneously reach a certain uniform standard, and determining how to effectively address the randomness of indicators is an important issue in rock mass quality evaluation.
3) The evaluation criteria are generally ambiguous, and traditional evaluation models cannot address the problem of index grading near thresholds. 4) When different evaluation indicators have different grades, determining how to define the actual evaluation index of the sample is associated with a certain level of ambiguity. 5) The measured values of evaluation factors can be influenced by observation, calculation and rounding errors, which may result in unreasonable factor level division near the threshold; thus, two different classes may be unreasonably created. Therefore, the ambiguity of classification is a nonnegligible problem in rock mass quality evaluation. 6) When determining the weights of the impact factors that affect the sample quality, traditional evaluation algorithms are often used. There are many factors that influence the quality of a rock mass, and the weight of each factor differs. Some factors may even be unnecessary or redundant. The existence of these factors not only makes the evaluation factor set more complicated but also greatly reduces the reliability of the evaluation results. Therefore, determining how to scientifically and reasonably obtain the objective weights of the evaluation factors and factors that affect the quality of a rock mass is the basis for improving the accuracy of rock mass quality evaluation.
To overcome some problems in the above algorithms, in this paper, a research model based on an improved rough set and cloud model is proposed to grade and evaluate rock mass quality. Due to the ambiguity and randomness of the rock mass quality evaluation problem, the traditional normal cloud model is used to determine the parameter distribution of the single interval boundary, and the deviation between the actual situation and the model distribution is not considered. The model distribution often differs from that in an actual project and affects the accuracy of the prediction results. Therefore, based on normal cloud model theory, this paper modifies the cloud model distribution of the edge interval. When classifying rock mass quality grades, the determination of index weights is the key to object evaluation. Although the traditional method of objective weight determination is based on objective data, the results are not always explanatory, and traditional rough set theory is applied. When using the traditional rough set theory to obtain the index weights, there is no guarantee that the weight of each conditional attribute is not 0, and some attribute weights may be nondeterminable. In the process of rock mass quality evaluation, if the measured conditional attributes are small and each conditional attribute influences the comprehensive evaluation result, this method has certain irrationality, so this paper introduces an improved rough set conditional information entropy weight VOLUME 7, 2019 determination method. A test was performed by selecting 30 sets of training samples, and the model was applied for the rock mass quality evaluation of the underground framework of Phase II of the Guangzhou Pumped Storage Power Station.
II. BASIC THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

A. CLOUD MODEL THEORY
To better deal with some fuzzy phenomena in nature, fuzzy mathematics theory has been continuously improved and developed, including the introduction and updating of new fuzzy theories. The essence of the concept of the membership function, which is the most basic in fuzzy mathematics, was not well-supported by theory prior to the introduction of the cloud model. In particular, it is basically impossible to define fuzzy thinking activities by using precise membership functions. The essence of fuzzy is grayness and uncertainty. For this reason, Li et al. [23] , [24] proposed a conceptual model for dealing with fuzzy problems-the Cloud Model. He deals with the randomness and ambiguity of data from the perspective of membership. Randomness refers to the basic definition of certainty, but the event does not necessarily appear, and the characteristic of this problem is randomness. In the classification of rock mass quality, the concept and distribution of each evaluation factor indicator are deterministic. However, for different samples, the specific data distribution is uncertain, and thus the rock mass quality classification shows randomness. The basic concept of ambiguity can be characterized as the uncertainty contained in the event that has appeared but is difficult to define precisely. In the classification of rock mass quality, the evaluation factor of the rock mass quality classification is determined by the specific values of the sample parameters. However, the classification criterion is a distribution interval, which further highlights the uncertainty of classification. For fuzzy concepts that exist in the natural sciences, the approximate curve of the membership of the cloud obeys a normal or semi-normal distribution, and the distribution of membership at a certain point in the domain conforms to a statistically normal distribution.
The cloud model approach and other weighting algorithms are now used in all areas of production and life, with good predictive results.
Zhou et al. [25] used the entropy weight method and the cloud model coupling algorithm to determine the rockburst grade. The sensitivity of the evaluation index in the rockburst evaluation index system was first assessed through analysis and calculation, and then the rockburst grade was determined for an engineering example. Liu et al. [26] used the cloud model and attribution weight to generate clustering data and then explored the impact sensitivity of the evaluation factors to verify the parameter sensitivity results obtained by the cloud cluster analysis and regression analysis in the rockburst classification. Lin et al. [27] combined the cloud model with three machine learning algorithms based on the normalization of sample data. Rough set theory, the Bayesian algorithm, and the k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and random forest (RF) methods were then combined to verify the effectiveness and scientificity of the method. Li et al. [28] explored a new classification model of surrounding rock stability based on cloud model theory to comprehensively analyze the ambiguity and randomness of surrounding rock stability evaluation. Based on the matter-element analysis method, Zhou and Han [29] determined the importance of the evaluation index by calculating the validity of the matter element of the expert evaluation matrix and the synthetic weight element and then calculating the comprehensive cloud model of each evaluation factor belonging to each level. Liu et al. [30] synthesized the cloud membership degree of each factor through the cloud model and the factor weight given by experts and then applied the method to the comprehensive stability evaluation of a rock slope. Yang et al. [31] introduced the cloud model theory based on the traditional fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method (FCE) for assessing the coexistence of characteristics of randomness and fuzziness in slope risk and proposed a slope risk assessment method. The results obtained by the traditional fuzzy theory evaluation method were compared, and the effectiveness of the method was verified by the results of a field investigation. Due to its effectiveness, the cloud model coupling algorithm is also widely used in water inrush disaster assessment, the military field, power grid performance assessment, agricultural production, and water quality assessment, among other applications, and has achieved good results [32] - [39] .
1) THE BASIC CONCEPT OF THE CLOUD MODEL
The cloud model is a fuzzy evaluation model generated by the qualitative and quantitative conversion relationship represented by three cloud characteristic parameters. Although the traditional normal cloud model can describe the uncertainty and randomness among evaluation indicators, it is assumed that indicators tend to be normally distributed; however, the distribution of evaluation indicators in engineering practice does not completely obey the normal distribution. Instead, the near-normal distribution is obeyed in a finite interval, so it is difficult to correctly describe the difference between the simulated characteristics and those in the actual situation using the traditional normal cloud model. Based on the identical and anti-decision principles, for the previously determined index x 0 , an index may be at an adjacent level but not at a significant level of separation; therefore, this paper converts the original infinite interval into a finite interval.
Let U {x 1 , x 2 . . . x n } be a quantitative domain expressed by the exact value x i and C be a qualitative concept associated with U . For a quantitative element, if x has a stable tendency, the random number µ(x) = [0, 1] is a random implementation of the qualitative concept C, where [24] , [25] :
Then, the distribution of x for the set U is called a cloud. Each point (x, µ(x)) is called a cloud droplet. The graph obtained by the analysis code is called a cloud droplet graph, as shown in Figure 1 . For the visual representation of the cloud model, the figure assumes that the range of the abscissa is 0∼3.
In rock mass quality evaluation problems, U represents the limit threshold of different evaluation factors corresponding to different quality grades, C represents the rock mass quality concept corresponding to a given grade, and x i represents the measured values of the sample data corresponding to different qualitative concepts C. 
2) CLOUD MODEL CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS
Typically, the support of the cloud model concept is mainly expressed by three numerical eigenvalues [40] : the expectation E x , entropy E n , and super entropy H e . The specific meaning of each expression is shown in Figure 2 . In order to clearly compare and analyze the characteristic parameters of the cloud model, this paper selects the same coordinate axis for analysis and comparison. Since the expected values of the selected abscissa are different, the range of the abscissa is assumed to be 0∼25. In the cloud droplet graph, three lines are selected from left to right in the order of 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 . In the figure, E x represents the central value of the parameter in the universal domain; geometrically, it represents the random number of the corresponding highest point in the image, which determines the location of the cloud droplet distribution, so Ex 4 > E x3 > E x2 > E x1 . E n represents the range of values of cloud droplets expressed in the qualitative domain, which is related to the randomness of the rock mass quality. This value also reflects the degree of chaos of a cloud droplet; the larger the width of a cloud map is, the larger the value range of the cloud droplets, the more blurred the corresponding C, and the greater the dispersion of the cloud droplets, and vice versa. In Figure 2 , E n4 > E n3 = E n2 = E n1 , and super entropy H e , which is the entropy of entropy, indicates the uncertainty of entropy. In a cloud image, this value usually indicates the thickness of the cloud, and the larger the super entropy is, the thicker the cloud. Therefore, the figure is characterized as
In the cloud model, each droplet of a cloud meets the
n , where
Then, the degree of certainty of x to C is as follows:
The boundary value C k is a transition value between two levels, and the membership degrees of the two fuzzy intervals are equal:
For the rock mass quality grading interval, the fuzzy edge intervals have magnitudes of A 1 = 0,C k1 max and A n = [C kn min , +∞], where A 1 represents the left threshold critical interval in the cloud droplet graph, A n represents the right threshold critical interval in the cloud droplet graph, k 1 represents the rock mass quality grade corresponding to the left threshold interval, and k n represents the rock mass quality grade corresponding to the right threshold interval. At this time, the index variable no longer obeys the traditional cloud model distribution, so µ (x) should be transformed into a uniform distribution with a degree of 1 in the edge blur interval, usually described by a half-lift trapezoidal cloud and a half-fall trapezoidal cloud. The calculation equation for the characteristic parameters is as follows [41] :
where C k is the length of the half interval at the kth level; C k max and C k min are the upper and lower bounds of the level interval, respectively; and λ is an empirical value that can be adjusted according to the fuzzy valve degree of the index variable and is initially set to 0.01 in this study. 
3) FORWARD CLOUD GENERATOR
A cloud generator, including forward cloud generators and reverse cloud generators, is an important medium used to transform qualitative concepts into quantitative data. This paper calculates the cloud characteristic parameters based on data collected from rock mass samples and then quantifies the corresponding qualitative concepts by comparisons with evaluation criteria. Then, the randomness and ambiguity in the rock mass quality evaluation are converted into quantitative values of certainty. Therefore, a forward cloud generator is selected for qualitative and quantitative conversion. According to the cloud characteristic parameter N (E x , E n , H e ), the cloud droplet map can be generated in the blur interval A k by the forward cloud generator. For each cloud droplet P(x i , µ A(x) ) (i = 1, 2 . . . n), n is the number of cloud droplets to be generated in the fuzzy interval A k , and N = n 1 +n 2 +n k represents the total number of cloud droplets generated in the entire universal domain U (in this case, N = 5000). When the indicator is in the non-edge level cloud mean interval, the degree of certainty of x to C is µ(x) = exp(−(x − E x ) 2 /2En , 2 ). When the indicator is in the edge level interval, x no longer follows a normal distribution but instead obeys a uniform distribution with a certainty degree of 1. When the measured data of the indicator is close to the critical value of the edge interval, the characteristics of the actual level of the indicator should be considered. If the distribution still obeys the semi-falling form of the traditional normal distribution, the representative degree of membership decreases and gradually becomes 0. The actual situation is completely inconsistent. By combining these two distributions, the following equations can be obtained:
The generated edge interval is a uniformly distributed cloud model, as shown in Fig. 3 . The selection of the abscissa range in the figure is for the intuitive expression of the distribution of values in different levels. Therefore, the abscissa in the figure has no practical meaning, but only represents a certain range of values.
With MATLAB, the transformation in the rock mass quality evaluation is performed based on the forward normal cloud generator. The implementation steps of the specific algorithm are as follows [42] :
Step 1: Generate a series of random numbers subject to a normal distribution X (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . . . x n ) with expectations E x (E x1 , E x2 . . . E xn ) and variances E n (E n1 , E n2 . . . E nn ).
Step 2: Generate a series of random numbers subject to a normal distribution E n (E n1 , E n2 , . . . , E nm ) with expectations E n (E n1 , E n2 . . . , E nm ) and variances H e (H e1 , H e2 , . . . , H em ).
Step 3: Using the generated normal distribution random number x and E x , the degree of certainty µ (x) = exp 2 2 * E 2 n can be calculated.
Step 4: drop(x 1i , x 2i . . . x ni , µ i ) is a cloud droplet, which is a specific implementation of the number of language values represented by the cloud, where X (x 1 , x 2 . . . x n ) are the corresponding values of the qualitative concept in the domain and µ(x i ) is a measure of the degree of (x 1i , x 2i ..x ni ) associated with this language value.
Step 5: Repeat Step 1 to Step 4 until N cloud droplets are generated; for the boundary interval, the cloud droplet distribution form involves a left half-lift ladder cloud and a right half-fall ladder cloud, that is, a uniform distribution in which the desired curve is 1.
Applying the positive normal cloud model for rock mass grading is mainly based on the following four reasons:
(1) Rock mass quality evaluation, as a fuzzy concept, is full of uncertainty, and the cloud model encompasses the uncertainty of the concepts in human cognition through the three digital features: expectation, entropy and super entropy.
(2) The normal cloud model is based on the normal distribution and is the most commonly used cloud model because it has certain universality and extensiveness. The expected curves of cloud models with a large number of qualitative concepts in natural science are generally normally distributed.
(3) The cloud model is a two-way cognitive model of qualitative and quantitative conversion that is divided into positive clouds and reverse clouds. Rock mass quality evaluation involves qualitative and quantitative research, thereby corresponding to the forward cloud model.
(4) Rock mass quality evaluation is a problem in which many factors affect the results. The cloud model can treat each factor as a unique variable, directly and rapidly address the rock mass quality evaluation problem, and reflect the extent to which different rock masses exhibit the same quality level.
B. ROUGH SET THEORY 1) DECISION TABLE
Rough set theory [43] , [44] uses a four-tuple S = (U , A, V , f ) to describe a knowledge system: S represents an information expression system, also called an information system; U represents the non-empty set of objects to be studied for the research object domain U = {x i }, x i represents a single research object in the domain; A represents the attribute set of the research object, including the conditional attribute C(c 1 , c 2 ..c n ), which is used to describe the main features of x i , and decision attribute D (d 1 , d 2 . . . d m ) with the rules A = C ∪ D and C ∩ D = ∅; V represents the attribute value corresponding to attribute set A; and f represents an information function that assigns attributes to each object. For any element x in U , the relation f : A(C, D) → V (c, d) holds. The evaluation object and the evaluation index are further correlated based on the system and its attributes, and the evaluation object is described by the attribute value converted by the information function. Then, rough set operations are used to evaluate the system based on the weight of each index. The information system S is called a decision table.
2) UNRECOGNIZABLE RELATIONSHIPS AND UPPER AND LOWER APPROXIMATIONS
According to rough set theory, a knowledge base represents a relational system, which is denoted as a sequence of events K = (U , R), where K is called an approximate space and the relation R is an equivalence relation in the domain U . Alternatively, R is called the difficulty distinction for K , which is referred to as the indistinguishable relationship and denoted as follows [44] :
is called the division of U , and any element is called an equivalence class. The equivalence classes obtained by U for conditional attribute C and decision attribute D are
Rough set theory typically uses the upper approximation set and the lower approximation set to describe a rough set. For a given knowledge representation system, the following definition can be obtained. If X is an arbitrary non-empty subset of the domain U , X ⊆ U has an unrecognizable relation ind(R), and the upper and lower approximation sets of R of set X can be represented as follows (the lower approximation set is also called the positive domain) [42] :
3) KNOWLEDGE DEPENDENCE AND ATTRIBUTE IMPORTANCE
The evaluation index that characterizes the quality grade of the rock mass, also called the conditional attribute, can be measured in the positive domain for the representation of the attribute of an evaluation object. To determine the extent to which the attribute knowledge depends on the positive domain, the knowledge dependency representation is usually applied. Let K = (U , R) denote a knowledge base, where P and Q are both subsets of R; then, the dependence of Q on P can be expressed as follows [43] :
In the formula, pos p (Q) represents the positive domain of Q under P, and |U | and |pos p (Q)| represent the number of elements in the domain. When γ p (Q) = 1, Q is completely dependent on P; when γ p (Q) = 0, Q is completely independent of P; and when γ p (Q) is between 0∼1, Q is partially dependent on P.
In the decision table, if U /C = {x 1 , x 2 . . .
This formula represents the degree of influence on the decision classification after removing an index c i from the conditional attribute C. The larger the value of σ cd (c i ) is, the greater the importance of the conditional attribute c i , and vice versa.
C. WEIGHT CALCULATION METHOD FOR THE ROUGH SET WEIGHT INFORMATION ENTROPY
In traditional rough set theory, the index weights are calculated based on a simple, clear and intuitive approach, but there is no guarantee that the weight of each conditional attribute is not 0. The traditional algorithm may even be unable to determine the conditional attribute weights, and the reliability of the reduction results may be poor. Alternatively, too many reduction results may be obtained, which can lead to imbalanced calculations. In traditional rough set theory for weight analysis, the attribute importance and weight cannot be determined, which is not consistent with most actual engineering scenarios. In the process of rock mass quality evaluation, if too few conditional attributes are considered and each conditional attribute has an influence on the comprehensive evaluation results, this method has certain irrationality. To calculate the accuracy error, this paper introduces an improved weight determination method based on rough set conditions and information entropy [47] .
1) FUSION OF ROUGH SET THEORY AND CONDITIONAL INFORMATION ENTROPY
Conditional information entropy represents a measure of the information entropy involving random variable A and random variable B under known conditions, denoted as I (B|A); therefore, for the decision system S = (U , A, V , f ), the information entropy of the decision attribute D relative to the conditional attribute C is defined as follows:
where C i and D j represent the equivalence class of domain U with respect to C and D division. 
2) WEIGHT CALCULATION METHOD
Based on rough set theory in the traditional dependency method, the attribute importance and weight cannot be determined. Therefore, this paper introduces the importance degree and weight calculation method for the new attribute subset c i . In the evaluation process, the most important step is to determine the weight of each evaluation factor. The socalled weight refers to the importance of a factor that affects the problem in the evaluation process. This importance can be qualitatively described or quantitatively calculated based on specific data. According to rough set theory, by constructing a knowledge system, the weight problem for a factor that influences the rock mass quality is converted into a singlefactor attribute importance calculation problem. The specific weighting steps are as follows.
STEP 1:
The original data are discretized to generate a two-dimensional decision table. The evaluation index that affects the quality of the rock mass is regarded as the conditional attribute C = {c 1 , c 2 . . . STEP 4: The importance of a single evaluation factor c i is calculated as follows [47] :
where a(x) = U |{a(x)}.
STEP 5: The weight of the corresponding factor subset c i is calculated as follows:
where I (D|{c i }) represents the conditional information entropy of the decision attribute D relative to the factor subset c i . The evaluation factor weight calculation method based on rough set theory and conditional information entropy fusion does not consider importance of each factor and avoids the zero weights encountered in traditional rough set theory. σ CD (c i ) is the degree of influence on the evaluation result after attribute c i is removed, and it reflects the importance of c i in decision making and the degree of influence on the evaluation results. Through the above method, W i is always greater than 0, which is consistent with the values in actual engineering scenarios.
III. ROCK MASS QUALITY EVALUATION BASED ON AN IMPROVED ROUGH SET-CLOUD MODEL A. IMPROVING THE COUPLING PROCESS OF THE ROUGH SET AND CLOUD MODELS
In the grading evaluation of rock mass quality, the determination of the index weight is important. The traditional objective weighting method is based on objective data, but the result is not always explanatory. For this reason, weight determination based on rough set theory is performed. There are some disadvantages of using the traditional rough set weights. This paper introduces a rough set theory approach based on conditional information entropy. This method calculates weights without any prior experience and then combines the edges based on an evenly distributed cloud model. Thus, the rock mass quality classification results are more accurate and objective than those in the traditional method, and new concepts for rock mass quality evaluation are obtained. The specific evaluation steps are as follows, and the evaluation flow chart is shown in Figure 4 .
1) SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONAL ATTRIBUTE C (EVALUATION FACTOR)
A rock mass is gradually formed via geological changes and is composed of a network of rock blocks and structural planes. In the natural stress state and groundwater and other geological environments, a rock mass will evolve into a variety of geological bodies of different blocks, sizes and hardness. Due to its complex geometric and mechanical morphology, as well as the diversity and complexity of its storage environment, many factors affect its stability. In May 2015, China implemented the engineering rock mass grading standard [48] , which is a basic standard applicable to multi-industry and multi-type rock engineering. It has been widely used in many rock projects such as water conservation, hydropower, transportation, railways and mines. At home and abroad, extensive exploration and research has focused on underground engineering rock mass classification, and the relevant literature is more in-depth and more abundant compared with other types of engineering rock mass classification. The factors affecting the stability of a rock mass are mainly the physical and mechanical properties of the rock, tectonic development, the bearing load (engineering load and initial stress), the stress and strain states, the geometric boundary conditions, the water occurrence state. Groundwater is an important factor affecting rock mass stability. Water is primarily responsible for the dissolution of rock and easy-to-sol material in the structural surface. Fine particles in the sloping filling soften and loosen the rock and produce a muddy filling, thereby reducing the strength of the rock. When the dynamic and hydrostatic pressure are increased, the structural plane strength is the factor that affects the shape, degree of development and degree of combination of the rock mass. The structural surface mainly affects the stability of the underground rock mass, such as the muddy layer of the layered rock mass, the cracks in the rock and some rock mass faults. The physical and mechanical properties and tectonic development of rocks are independent of the engineering type. Both reflect the basic characteristics of the rock mass. Among the various physical and mechanical properties of rock, the most important influencing stability is the hardness of the rock. The tectonic development of the rock mass reflects the discontinuity and incompleteness of the rock mass. The uniaxial saturated compressive strength of rock refers to the compressive strength of materials with different properties when the rock body reaches a saturated water state, under different water conditions. Since this paper discusses the rock mass quality evaluation of hydropower stations, the interior of the sample is in a water-containing state. Therefore, the uniaxial saturated compressive strength of the rock mass is selected instead of the uniaxial compressive strength as the evaluation parameter. According to the reference standard, other factors affecting the quality of the rock mass, such as the gravity density of the rock mass, the average joint spacing, and the buried depth of the rock mass, are not very sensitive to the influence of rock mass quality. Therefore, this paper does not consider these factors when selecting the evaluation factors. For other engineering construction projects, the impact on rock mass quality mainly includes the above aspects. Therefore, with reference to the research criteria for the quality of an underground rock mass and the status of research on other rock mass quality evaluations, after comprehensive analysis [49] - [52] , this paper selects the rock quality index RQD(x1), the rock uniaxial saturated compressive strength R w (x2), the rock mass integrity coefficient K v (x3), the structural plane strength coefficient K f (x4), and the groundwater seepage amount w (x5) as the condition attribute C in the decision information table S.
2) CONSTRUCTION OF THE DECISION ATTRIBUTE D (EVALUATION GRADING STANDARD)
The decision attribute D is consistent with the factors related to rock mass quality classification. The above five indicators are integrated, and the rock mass is divided into five grades: I, II, III, IV and V, which correspond to excellent, good, general, poor and very poor, respectively. The classification criteria for the rock mass quality grades are shown in Table 1 [53] . In the decision table S, the risk factor level and decision attribute level of the statistical analysis correspond to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
3) IMPROVED COUPLING OF THE ROUGH SET AND CLOUD MODELS
According to cloud model theory and the improved rough set weight algorithm, the coupling process is as follows:
a. Based on the rock mass quality grading standard in Table 1 and the cloud model characteristic parameters, the number of classes and division intervals are determined. The conversion of qualitative concepts and quantitative values is achieved with a forward cloud generator.
b. Referring to formulas (2)- (7), the degree of certainty µ(x) is calculated for each cloud droplet x i representing the qualitative concept C, and a cloud droplet map is constructed according to the cloud droplet generation process in section 2.1. In the left and right boundary states of Figure 5 , the left half-lifting trapezoidal cloud and the right-falling trapezoidal cloud with a certainty degree of 1 are selected, and the middle image is described by a normal cloud model. Table 1 and formulas (4)- (7), the cloud characteristic parameters Ex, He, and En can be calculated. Through the MATLAB simulator (the program is detailed in ALGORITHM 1), the cloud droplet graph of each evaluation index is generated by the forward cloud generator, and the specific constructed graphs are shown in Figure 5 . In the figure, drop(x 1i , x 2i . . . x ni , µ i ) are cloud droplets, which are specific implementations of the number of language values represented by the cloud. X (x 1 , x 2 . . . x n ) are the values corresponding to the qualitative concepts in the domain, and the measure of the relation between µ(x i ) and (x 1i , x 2i . . . x ni ) corresponds to this language value.
c. Based on the evaluation criteria in
d. Using the improved weighting algorithm based on rough set theory and the conditional information entropy (formula 9-formula 15), for 30 sets of learning samples, the importance degree σ CD (c i ) and weight W i of each evaluation factor c i are determined.
e. The weights determined by the improved rough set conditional information entropy method are calculated with the cloud model parameters to obtain the final certainty values.
f. Through the above steps, we can obtain the different conditional attribute (evaluation index) values x for different fuzzy interval degrees of certainty µ(x). These values are combined with weighting results of improved rough set theory, and the following comprehensive expression is obtained:
In the formula, µ k,i represents the degree of certainty of the kth level of the measured value of the ith indicator of the sample to be tested, and ω(E i ) represents the weight of the ith evaluation index of the sample to be tested. g. The weighted sum is calculated by the above steps to obtain the state concept corresponding to the sample rock mass quality sequence. According to the maximal judgment method (as shown in Fig. 5 ), the rock mass quality grade is determined; that is, the quality level of the rock mass is associated with the maximum state of the concept corresponding to the X conditional result of the cloud generator, which outputs the maximum membership degree and the membership level [40] : STEP 6: Referring to formula (14) , the importance of each conditional attribute C i ∈ C with respect to D can be calculated as follows: σ CD (c 1 ) = 0.12, σ CD (c 2 ) = 0.12, σ CD (c 3 ) = 0.083, σ CD (c 4 ) = 0.12, and σ CD (c 5 ) = 0.16.
Algorithm 1
In summary, the importance and weight of each evaluation factor can be obtained, and the calculation results are shown in Table 3 .
The weight calculation and analysis results indicate that the seepage volume of groundwater (X-5) has the greatest influence on the rock mass quality grade, followed by the effects of the rock quality index (X-1), rock uniaxial saturated compressive strength (X-2) and structural plane strength coefficient (X-4). The least influential factor is the rock mass integrity coefficient (X-3). Compared with the traditional rough set algorithm, the rough set theory based on conditional information entropy can effectively avoid the attribute importance and zero-weight issues. Additionally, the parameters are corrected, and the calculation error is reduced, which makes the calculation results agree more with those in engineering practice.
STEP 7: After obtaining the weight values, combined with cloud model theory, the final comprehensive evaluation matrix can be obtained; then, according to the principle of the maximum membership degree, the final membership level of the rock mass of the learning samples can be obtained, and the specific evaluation results and quality grade classification are shown in Table 4 .
According to the calculations, the model based on the improved rough set algorithm and the cloud model yields results that are in good agreement with the actual grading results. Because the rock mass quality grading evaluation problem has certain ambiguity and uncertainty, it is not possible to assess the actual rock mass quality level based on only a few physical quantities. It is also necessary to analyze VOLUME 7, 2019 the geological features, internal and external environmental characteristics and specific construction conditions in the research area. After comparative analysis, only the 10th group displayed a misjudgment. The actual quality level of the 10th group is moderate, and the evaluation results reflect poor rock quality. Based on the evaluation results [53] , [55] , early warnings can be provided for different rock groups, and safety can be improved. Compared with other methods, the improved rough set method can reduce the probability of misjudgment and improve the reliability of the results. Overall, the accuracy and effectiveness of the improved rough set method combined with cloud model evaluation model proposed in this paper is verified.
IV. ENGINEERING APPLICATION
To further verify the validity of the model, through the construction of the coupled improved rough set and cloud model, the rock mass of the 0+000∼0+560 test section of the second stage of underground engineering at the Guangdong Pump Storage Power Station is selected for evaluation [52] . Table 5 shows the measured values of rock mass quality and the calculation results based on other methods. According to the calculation and analysis results, the results of the proposed model are largely consistent with those of other models [52] . When using the improved rough set to analyze the importance of each evaluation index, the selected data should be representative and objective to avoid bias. The improved rough set method for weight determination is based on objective data, and the coupled cloud model makes the evaluation process clear and intuitive and the calculations simple to fully consider the effect of each indicator weight on the final evaluation result.
The coupled improved rough set and cloud model and other methods were analyzed.
(1) The evaluation results of the proposed method are consistent with those of other methods. The evaluation results for the first group in the 0+067∼0+130 segment indicate level IV quality, and the other methods suggest level III quality. In the results, the data for groups III and IV are combined, and the degrees are similar at 0.382 and 0.421, which is biased towards grade III but tends to grade IV. Due to the complexity and variety of the factors that influence rock quality grades, these indicators cannot completely reflect the index level. This finding suggests that the proposed method is more rigorous than traditional methods and can be used in safety prediction.
(2) Compared with that of other forecasting methods, the establishment process of the coupled model is more concise. The quality level of each rock mass fully encompasses the measured values of each index, and the model is highly comprehensive, reflecting the complexity of rock mass quality classification. Additionally, the reliability of the prediction results is high, and the normal cloud model considers the uncertainty in the rock mass quality classification, yielding an intuitive and comprehensive prediction process.
V. CONCLUSION
(1) The weight calculation method based on the coupled rough set conditional information entropy method and cloud model proposed in this paper can help overcome the uncertainty and weight determination issues in rock mass quality evaluation. The improved rough set conditional information entropy method can transform the weight calculations into attribute importance degree calculations without changing the prior knowledge or correcting the weight formula to objectively determine the weight and avoid zero weights. In the weight calculation process, traditional calculation methods rely too much on expert experience and subjective assignment; therefore, the proposed approach overcomes the shortcomings of these traditional weight calculation methods. The forward cloud model, as an uncertain transformation model between qualitative concepts and quantitative descriptions, can effectively address uncertainties in the evaluation process.
(2) The forward cloud model, as an uncertain transformation model between qualitative concepts and quantitative descriptions, can effectively deal with the uncertainty in the evaluation process. By correcting the distribution of the edge interval of the cloud model, the sample data distribution becomes more similar to the actual situation. At the same time, using the cloud model to characterize the distribution of rock mass quality grades can ''softly divide'' the state concept, reduce the randomness and ambiguity in mathematical problems, and eliminate the hard problem of traditional partitioning intervals. Due to the randomness of the sample data distribution of the cloud model, although the hard criteria are transformed into the attributes of the distribution interval, the distribution has a certain trend and does not affect the final prediction result. The coupled improved rough set-cloud model applies the improved rough set conditional information entropy method to objectively determine weights and the cloud model to process uncertain information, thereby improving the accuracy of the results.
(3) This paper divides rock mass classification into five grades and selects the rock quality index RQD(x 1 ), rock uniaxial saturated compressive strength R w (x 2 ), rock mass integrity coefficient K v (x 3 ), structural plane strength coefficient. K f (x 4 ) and groundwater seepage quantity w(x 5 ) as evaluation factors. With 30 sets of underground engineering rock masses as learning samples, a rock mass quality classification evaluation model based on an improved rough set weight algorithm and a cloud model is proposed. Sample data are collected from the underground rock mass of the second stage of the Guangdong Pump Storage Power Station, and the proposed approach is applied. Through calculations and comparisons with other model methods, the model displays superiority in rock mass engineering practice. The results of these analyses illustrate the significance of the method described in this paper for guiding the classification of rock mass quality grades. Moreover, the proposed method can aid the solution of similar fuzzy mathematics problems and can be widely applied in other related fields.
(4) The three parameter determination formulas of the cloud model have certain subjectivity in the form of distribution thresholds, which require further research and verification. If the super entropy in the cloud model is represented by a fixed numerical value, the uncertainty of entropy cannot be fully reflected. If an ''automatization'' method is applied, the calculations and parameter determination scheme can be further explored. The rough set calculation method has a certain dependence on the sample attributes; although it does not require prior experience, the dependence on the original evaluation results is still relatively high, and this limitation will be the focus of future research.
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